
Focus, the key skill in improving your
personal productivity, is only possible if
you know how to deal with your main
“time dragons” – procrastination,
distractions and multitasking.

In this talk, Isi provides you with easy to
implement strategies to tame these
dragons once and for all so that you can
reach your goals.

Isi's Signature Talks

Taming Your Time Dragons

Setup up your Mind for Success
In this interactive talk, Isi covers the 8 toxic
mindsets that will always torpedo your
personal productivity and uncovers the 7
healthy mindsets to adopt instead. 

Bio
Isi has been working in the Productivity
and Time Management field for many
years, starting with being a Professional
Organiser and Declutterer in 2008. She
has a real passion for the subject and can
get quite geeky about it, even reading
books around personal productivity and
habit creation for fun (seriously!).

Helping people with her skills is the main
reason she got into this as a career,
coaching people one-on-one, in groups
through workshops and as a speaker.

Previously:

Isi Dixon - Speaker Sheet

Workshop Keynote Address
up to 10 participants, highly personalised. 

Price on request
from £1000 (plus travel and expenses)

I would recommend Isi to
anyone who wants to make full

use of the time they have
during their working week and
wants to be more productive!

Christopher Williams
Kingswood Residential

Investment Management



Testimonials

Claire Hislop, Head of Operations, Solving Kids' Cancer

Although we were well briefed on the scope of the training, it was difficult to
know exactly what it would look like and how valuable it would be, but it
surpassed all expectations. It was incredibly useful, surfacing key themes
affecting productivity and packed full of ideas, techniques and practical
suggestions to improve productivity.
I will be leading on a follow-on piece of work to ensure the team are
continually reminded of the content of Isi's session and that the charity fully
encourages and supports healthy ways of working.
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Haidee Watson, Watson Knipe Accounting

Isi communicated with each individual, then as a group. We learnt how each
other worked and Isi put together a strategy for working more efficiently. I
would highly recommend her services to assist anyone looking to use their
time more effectively.

One of the challenges that we are grappling with is supporting productivity and
work-life balance in a hybrid working environment. Through the last couple of
months we've worked with Isi Dixon to better understand the challenges faced
in all of our teams, and what we can do to better support team leaders and
staff members. Through workshops tailored to team needs based on surveys
completed by each team member Isi was able to help lift the lid on the
challenges in each team. Isi's practical tips and tactics have been valued by staff
and team leaders alike, and helped us make the next step in our journey.
Will Roberts, COO, Youth Sport Trust


